The theory of integration presented in the earlier notes' postulates an elementary integral in terms of which all other concepts are defined. We must therefore undertake to compare the general integrals and other mathematical objects which are associated with different elementary integrals. In this note we offer such a comparison, giving the appropriate general forms of such classical results as the Lebesgue decomposition theorem and the Radon-Nikodym theorem. This is also a suitable context in which to consider an unpublished definition of a general integral recently introduced by N. Bourbaki.2 As we shall see below, the general integral of Bourbaki differs in few of its essential properties from the one treated in these notes. By comparing the two integrals we obtain solutions to a number of problems raised by Theorem 18 of our second note and mentioned in the corresponding footnote.
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On a fixed abstract set X, let ' and V be families of elementary functions; and let E' and E" be elementary integrations defined over the respective families. It is easy to verify that the contractions of E' and EW to the family 9 = ' n (" share with them the postulated properties set out in I (1), I (2). Consequently the studyof the relations between E' and E' breaks naturally into two parts-the first consisting in the study of two elementary integrals defined over the same family of elementary functions (viz., the contractions of E' and E' to L); the second in the study of two elementary integrals, one of which is an extension or contraction of the other (viz., E' or E" and its contraction to (). We shall discuss these situations separately below.
As linear functionals the elementary integrals over a fixed family (E of elementary functions constitute an ordered additive semigroup admitting multiplication by positive real scalars: the definitions of aE, E' + E, and the ordering relation _ are given by requiring that (aE) (f) = a(E(f)) (E' + E) (f) = E'(f) + E"(f), E'(f) _ E'(f) for allf in 9; and the various needed properties, including those demanded in I (1) and I (2), can be verified without difficulty. We note in particular that if E = E' + E' then E' < E and E" < E and that if E' < E then there is a unique E', given by E"(f) = E(f) -E'(f), such that E = E' + E'. In order to examine the relations between given elementary integrals E' and E', we shall first consider how each is related to the sum E = E' + E' and then combine such information as we obtain in this way to yield results on the main problem. The various quantities and other mathematical objects associated with the elementary integrals E, E' and E' will be distinguished by the use of the corresponding primes. Most of our results are of such a nature that we shall confine attention to the case where 1 e 9), that is, where the constant function everywhere equal to 1 is measurable in the theory associated with the elementary integral E. For practical purposes, indeed, there would be no objection to assuming that the property I (3), which implies 1 e 91, holds for (F. All our deeper results depend upon the additional assumption that (1) 2 contains a sequence tfn1 such that tx; sup Ifn(x)I = 01 is a null set. 3 n An example given by Saks4 shows that this assumption, or a similar one, is indispensable. Now we may note without formal proof that (2) the relation E' < E on e implies N' . N, n' a , 2' 2 S, and 91' 9); it also implies that L' < L in 2.
These preliminaries settled, we proceed to discuss an important portion of the Radon-Nikodym theorem,4 modifying for our purposes a method of proof originally introduced by J. v. Neumann :6 (3) (Radon-Nikodym) if E' < E, there exists an essentially unique function 4' in9). 0 ; /' < 1, such thatf e 2' if and only if 4'f e 2, while 
In considering the converse, it is convenient t3 observe that the relation N' < N requires every null set in the E-theory to be a null set in the E'-theory also. Thus whei 'f fe 2 we see that f is finite almost everywhe-re in the sense of either theory. Since we can examine separately the two func-
, there is no loss of generality in supposing thatf _ 0.
Then on putting gn. = f/(nqY + 1), h,n = no/f/(n4' + 1) we see that the sequences fg.), hn,,J are respectively monotonically decreasing and increasing almost everywhere to the corresponding limit functions g and h.
Since g,, + h. = f we have g + h = f, almost everywhere; and we verify similarly that 4'g = 0, 4'h = 4'f almost everywhere. The relation h,, e 2 implies that h. e 2' and L'(h,,) = L(4b'h,,) < L(4'f). Hence I (12) shows that h E 2'. Turning now to a consideration of g, we shall show that g e 2'
and L'(g) = 0. For this purpose, we construct a functionfo > 0 in 2 such that {x; fo(x) = 01 is a null set, in the manner indicated above. Since fo e 2' and 4'fo e 2 we can express fo also in the form go :I ho just described. We note that go = fo -ho e ', N'(go) = L'(go) = L(O'go) = 0. Clearly we have go(x) > 0 whenever ¢'(x) = 0, except possibly on a null set; and hence we also have go(x) > 0 whenever g(x) > 0, with a like qualification. and (E' n E')(If ) = Oforallfin(. The proof is given by putting E = E' + E' and considering the associated functions 4' and 4'. In order to obtain the desired decomposition we evidently have to determine 4) and 4) so that 4' = 4) + 4), 4'y(x) = O implies Xl(x) = 0 for almost all x, and min (4), 4') = 0 almost everywhere. Then 4) and O4 are essentially unique and can be expressed in terms of 4' and 4' by the formulae 4) = lim n4'4'/(nO4' + 1), 42 = lim 4'/(n4' + 1) similar to ones used in the discussion of (3). The complete Radon-Nikodym theorem reads9
(6) (Radon-Nikodym) if E' and E' are given elementary integrations over (e such that E' oE', then there exists an essentially unique non-negative function x in 9)' such that f e 3' if and only if x fe2', while L'(f) = L'(xf); in particular E'(f) = L'(xf) when f e (E. Conversely, if E' is given and if x is any non.-negative function in 911 such that f e (e implies xf e V, then the operation E' defined by the equation E'(f) = L'(xf) is an elementary integration such that E' 3E'.
The proof is again based on the isomorphism established in (3) and (4).
For given E' and E', we put E = E' + E' and determine the associated functions4' and4' in 9 C 9' n 9W in accordance with (3). Since4' + 4) = 1 and 4)'(x) = 0 implies +'(x) -0 for almost all x, we see that 4' vanishes at most on a null set. Consequently the function x = lim no'/ 
On the other hand, when E' and x are given it is easy to verify that E' is an elementary integration. We therefore put E = E' + E' and determine the associated functions 4' and 4' in 9SD. Iffee we have L(4'f) = E'(f) = L"(xf) = L(4)'xf). Thus x is finite for almost all x and the product 4'x is defined and non-negative almost everywhere. We observe now that the equation L(qVf) = L(qxf) can be established by continuity for all f in 2. For such an f, let I f.1 be a sequence of functions in e which converges in 2 to f. We may suppose in addition that lim f,n exists almost everywhere and differs fromf only on a null set. Then lim 4)'xfn =)'xf almost everywhere. At the same
. By (1) we can connx b n--* X struct the function fo used in the proof of (3). Since we have 4)fxfo e 2 it follows that 4'x = lim n4`xfo/(nfo + 1) e 9)1. With further use of (1) we can infer from the fact that L(4' -4'x)f) = 0 for all f in 2, 4' -4)x e 9g, that 4' -4)x = 0 almost everywhere. Thus +"(x) = 0 implies +'(x)O0 for almost all x, and we must have E' 3Ef. The formulae connecting 4', 4), x are evidently the same as those noted above, and x e W9). The relations Et -E, E oEf are both valid. We conclude the work of this section by an observation concerning the equivalence relation --defined by putting --E'ffif and only if both E' P3Ef and E'sE'. We have :10 (7) with respect to the order relation '-3 and the equivalence relation the totality of elementary integrations defined on the family (e of elementary functions is a a-additive generalized Boolean algebra. If we consider the E' such that E' < E and interpret the relationse-, and 3 in the isomorphic system of functions 4', we see at once that each equivalence class contains exactly one characteristic function (modulo null functions) and that for characteristic functions the relation corresponding to s3 is the natural ordering for real functions. The system of elementary integrations E' such that E' < E is therefore a a-additive Boolean algebra, as stated. The remainder of the theorem then follows, provided that the a-additivity be understoad to mean that any bounded sequence has a Boolean sum.
Turning now to the second part of our problem-the study of the extensions of a given E-we see at once that (8) if E' is an extension of E fromn e to ', then N' < N, a = , 2' = 2, and L' is an extension ofLfrom 2 to 2'; if in particular eY c L' c 2 then N' = N, a' = a, 2' = 2 and L' = L.
The first part is evident, the second almost so. However we may remark that the second part results most easily from considering L as an extension E' of E and E' over ' = 2, since II (14) then immediately gives N' = N and hence N . N' < N' < N, N' = N. It appears that very little indeed can be said about the general problem of extensions, largely because the condition of I (2) makes the construction of extensions a matter of considerable delicacy. When this condition is dropped it is possible to obtain certain results which are not altogether without interest. We may illustrate this by the following theorem':' (9) the elementary integration E over e has an extension J over a which is a positive linearfunctional with the properties 0 Having done what little we can with the extension problem, we shall now turn to a discussion of the general integral due to Bourbaki. This integral is defined in a manner quite similar to that followed in these notes; but somewhat more stringent conditions are imposed on the elementary functions and integrals, while more general processes are employed for the construction of the general integral. As we shall see, it follows that whenever the Bourbaki theory is applicable our theory is also and yields a general integration which has the general integration of Bourbaki as an extension, of remarkably simple type: this extension can, in fact, be obtained essentially by augmenting the class of null functions. It is thus apparent that the discussion of the Bourbaki integral is appropriately included in the present note. The definition of the Bourbaki integral rests upon the use of function-systems filtering with respect to the natural ordering for functions: a class of functions is said to be a filtering (or directed) system if whenever it containsf and g it also contains a function h such that h > max (f, g). Here we shall always denote such a system by the letter St. Let there be given a system (e of elementary funct:ons and an elementary in-tegration E which satisfy the conditions of I (1) and of the following strengthened version of I (2), namely:
(2) if 9 is a filtering system in d +, the system of non-negative functions in I, and iff is any function in e such thai If(x) < sup k(x), then E(|fI)
< sup E(k). shows that the only results in our theory which depend upon a direct use of the definition of N are I (5)-I (9), II (10), II (14) , III (1) and one observation in the proof of (3) above. Thus it remains for us to prove analogs of the last-mentioned results for the Bourbaki theory. We must observe further that in connection with the Fubini theorem in III and also at certain points in the present note it was necessary to check the validity of I (2) for particular families of functions. At the same points the corresponding check of (2) clearly has to be made in the Bourbaki theory. This can be accomplished in every instance without difficulty. Our program for treating the Bourbaki integral has therefore been reduced to two steps, the first being to prove a result of general interest from which II (14), II (10) and the point referred to in the proof of (3) above, all easily follow, namely:
(10) f e a if and only iff = g + h where g e a and h is a null function in the sense that IV(h) = 0, it being possible when f 2 0 to choose g _ 0 and h 2 0 so that N(f) = N(g) = N(g); likewise,f e 2 if and only if f = g + h where g e 2 and N(h) = 0-and, when these conditions
We first observe that in consequence of the relation N . N we have 0 £ n £, and L(f ) = L(f) for allf e V. Thus L is an extension of L. The sufficiencyof theconditionsstatedin the theorem is evident. In discussing their necessity, we may treat the case where f _ 0 since the general case can be reduced to it by consideration of the functionsf+ andf-. Assumingf 2 0 and N(f) < + co, we choose a filtering system SP c + so that 0 < f( 
